Give me a day, when the sun is shining
Give me a day, when the rain don't fall
Give me a day, when the city is singing
   And then I'll cry, a long, hard cry

Give me a night, alone in the darkness
Give me a night, at my true love's side
Give me a night, when my children are dreamin'
   And then I'll cry, a long, hard cry

*(Noche en paz "Peaceful night"-SPANISH)*

Give me a dream, that I wanna keep dreamin'
Give me a dream, I can fly through the sky
Give me a dream, all the people are dreamin'
   And then I'll cry, a long, hard cry

*(Miechta "Dream"-RUSSIAN)*

Give me a war, where the people keep living
Give me a war, where the innocent survive
Give me a war, where the leaders are learning
   And then I'll cry, a long, hard cry

Give me a tear, from the joys of laughter
Give me a tear, of a happy day
Give me a tear, of the peace that we're after
   And then I'll cry, a long hard cry
   And then I'll cry, a long, hard cry

*(La larme du monde "Teardrop from the eyes of the world"-FRENCH)*
*(La Paix "Peace"-FRENCH)*